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In the simplest formulation of a free boundary problem for the heat 
equation with change of phase (water and ice, say) one assumes that the 
heat equation for water is based in conduction alone. A more reaiistic 
model should take into account the convective motion of the water due to 
buoyancy forces. A typical example of such a model arises when a heating 
pipe is inserted into a frozen ground, thus causing the ice to melt in the 
vicinity of the pipe. Here the buoyancy forces are caused by the small 
variations in density of the heated water; they are represented by vertical 
vectors with the magnitude being a function of the water’s temperature. 
Another example arises when a horizontal plane strip {O -C 1’ < Hj (or an 
annulus { 1 < f < R)) is filled with just water and ice, and the temperature 0 
satisfies: 8=1 on {y=H), fl= -1 on {y=O) (or 0= I on {v= I,!> 
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8 = - 1 on {Y = R)). Here again the buoyancy forces caused by gravity are 
responsible for convection in the water. 
In the first model the motion of the water in the porous medium is sub- 
jected to Darcy’s law. In the second model, since the region occupied by 
water is pure of any other materials, the law of motion is governed by the 
Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible fluid. 
In this paper we shall study the above two problems (for general 
domains) in the stationary case. The first problem was recently studied by 
DiBenedetto and Elliott [6]. The second problem was studied by Cannon, 
DiBenedetto and Knightly [3] (in two or three dimensions). Both papers 
establish the existence of generalized solutions for which the temperature is 
Holder continuous. 
In the present work we study these problems by a different method. Our 
method depends on the introduction of a stream function which gives rise 
to a penalized scheme which is entirely different from the schemes used in 
[3, 61. We further obtain optimal regularity results on the solution. 
For the first problem we prove that the free boundary is analytic, and for 
the second problem we prove that the free boundary is in C”+O. 
We also prove uniqueness for the case where the Grashoff number 1 is 
small, and show that (in case the water-ice domain is an annulus) the con- 
vective currents represented by the stream lines form precisely two cells. 
The first problem is studied in Part I and the second problem is studied 
in Part II. 
Throughout this paper we assume the most customary buoyancy force 
g(u) = -hd 1 - au) gj 
where pO, 5 are positive constants depending on the liquid, g is the 
gravitational constant and j is the unit upward vector. However, all the 
results extend to more general buoyancy forces. In Section 13 we shall men- 
tion another model for g(u) which is occasionally used in applications. 
It is worth noting that the second problem in the special case of a strip 
(0 < 4’ < H} with 8 = 1 on (~1 = H), 0 = 0 on {Jo = 0} (i.e., the entire strip 
is occupied by water and there is not, therefore, a free boundary) is 
precisely the Btnard problem which has extensive literature (see [7, 191 
and the references given there). In case 1 is sufficiently large the Benard 
problem has many solutions exhibiting periodic “rolls.” Therefore, for the 
corresponding free boundary problem also one should expect the same 
phenomenon. 
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I. A PROBLEM IN GROUND FREEZING 
1. CLASSICAL FORMULATION 
Let D and G be bounded open sets in R’ with D c G and with C’ + B 
boundaries dD, aG, and set Q = G\a. We conceive G as a portion of frozen 
ground which is being melted by insertion of a heating pipe of cross section 
D. Then, in a stationary situation, Q consists of a disjoint union of two 
sets: a liquid region 52 + and a frozen zone Q -. The curve r separating 52 + 
and R-- is the free boundary of the problem, and D is the “core.” 
In Q+ the (incompressible) fluid is in motion caused by the buoyancy 
forces 
g(u) = -po( 1 - @) gj, (1.1) 
where j is the upward unit vector, p0 is the density, g is the gravity con- 
stant, 1-r is the temperature, and a is the coefficient of volume expansion. 
Denoting by [L] the dimension of a physical quantity L, we have 
[E] = [g]-‘. 
We assume that the velocity v of the fluid is governed by Darcy’s law 
and that the diffusion-conduction follows the Boussinnesq model 
-Au+‘v.Vlj=O; \! - (1.3) 
the incompressibility condition means that div y = 0. Here li’ is the per- 
meability, p is the viscosity, p is the pressure, and r is the kinematic 
viscosity linked to ,u by r = p/p,. 
On r the temperature vanishes and on c?D and dG the temperature is 
assumed to be constant, 
u=u,>O on SD, u=u,<O on dG. (1.4j 
In order to write (1.2), (1.3) in dimensionless form we work with the 
following choice of units: 12 length, p0 density, u,, temperature, v/h velocity, 
h2/v time, pov2/h’ pressure. Then, by change of variables u= z&,, 
v*=h-‘w, x=k’X, (1.3) becomes 
-Au+v*.Vu=O in QS (1.5) 
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where for simplicity we designate the domain h-IQ by Q. As for (1.2), since 
[kl= chl-*, setting k”= kh*, p = h2[p,v2] -’ p, k and p are dimensionless, 
and 
h3 h3 
v*=kVp-k7gj+kkg&.q,uj. 
Note that the quantities kh3v -*g, kh3vp2gdu0 are dimensionless. Setting 
A* = k ; gdu, (l>O) (1.6) 
and P= p-h3v-‘gy, the last equation becomes 
v* = k VP + l’uj. (1.7) 
The number 1 is called the Grashoff number of the system. 
Setting v = v*/L, the system (1.5), (1.7) is thus written in the dimen- 
sionless form 
-Au+Av~Vu=O in Q, (1.8) 
k 
v=-VP+kj 
I 
in 52’ (1.9) 
Choosing for simplicity u1 = -uO, ( 1.4) becomes 
24=1 on dD, 
u= -1 on aG. 
(1.10) 
We can now summarize the classical formulation of the problem: 
Find a function U: Q -+ R, a vector-valued function v: 52 + + R2 and a 
curve r in D with aQ + = dD v r, such that 
-Au+dv.Vu=O in 52, 
u=l on do, U= -1 OndG, u=O on r, 
(1.11) 
k 
v=-VP+hj 
;1 
in Q+, (1.12) 
divv=O in Q+, v=O in !X, (1.13) 
v.N,,=O, v.N,=O. (1.14) 
The first condition in (1.13) says that the fluid is incompressible, and the 
second condition says that there is no convection in the frozen zone. Con- 
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dition (1.14) expresses the fact that there is no transfer of mass across ?D 
and P, here N,, and N, are the outward normals to i?D and r, respectively 
(with respect to Q + ). 
For physical background and further physical details on the problem 
described above see [ 1, 51. 
2. WEAK FORMULATION 
We denote points in R2 by X= (x, J). 
First we observe that v is weakly divergent free in all of Q. In fact, if 
4~ C?(Q) then by (1.13), (1.14) we have, in s’(Q), 
Therefore v can be expressed in terms of a stream function $ defined in ail 
of Q: 
v = ($,L., -l+bI, E v**. (2.1 i 
By taking the curl in (1.12) we obtain 
- A$ = 1.24, in Q’. (2.2) 
where curl a = &r,/8x - &,/~J for any vector a = (n,, a?). 
Denote by ~~~ and TV the counterclockwise tangents to 8LY) and r, 
respectively. Then, from (1.14), 
and, consequently, (1.14) reduces to $ =I’ on iiD, $ =y on f, where y- 7 
are constants. By renormalization we may assume that 1; = 0. 
Next, by (1.12) and (2.1), 
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Both integral on the right-hand side vanish since they are integrals of dif- 
ferential forms over a loop. Consequently (2.3) yields 
s a* - dcJ=O. 8~ aN,D 
A similar argument implies 
s * do=O. r dN, 
(2.4) 
(2.5 j 
This condition follows also by integrating (2.2) over Q+, using (2.4) and 
u = 1 on 8D. Therefore (2.5) will be redundant in the reformulation of the 
problem. 
The above remarks lead to the following classical reformulation of the 
problem (l.llF(1.14): 
Find U, $: Q -+ R’ and a curve r in 52 such that 
-AU+AV*$~Vu=O in 52, (2.6) 
~=l on aD, u= -1 on L?G, u=O on r, (2.7) 
-A$=& on the set (u>O}, (2.8) 
*=o on {u<O}, (2.9) 
and, finally, 
$=O on 8D. (2.10) 
Indeed, we have derived above the conditions 
t,!~ =l;=const on ZD, 
s ati - do=O, 3~ dN,D 
(2.11) 
and these are equivalent to the condition (2.10), as shown in the next 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. -4 solution of (2.6t-(2.9) satisfies (2.10) lf and only if it 
satisfies (2.1 I). 
Remark 2.1. In the proof given below we do not specify the regularity 
assumptions on U, tj and K However, with minor changes the proof applies 
whenever U, $ are in W’(Q) and II E C”(Q); thus, in particular, it applies 
to weak solutions defined later on in this section. 
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Proof. We first prove that (2.11) implies (2.10). Multiplying (2.6) by 
u+ = max(u, 0 > and integrating over R, we get 
JQ (LIuV*$)Vu+ dX=l, U+ $ da. 
CD 
Observe that 
1 =- 2 s v** V(u + )’ {U>O) 
A- al) =- 
2 J - da SD dT,D (since div V*I+!I = 0) 
=@ (since $ = const on 8D). 
Hence (2.12) yields Jn [Vu+ 1’ = JsD (&A/~N,,), so that 
s su ->o. PD 8NpD 
Next multiply (2.8) by u + and integrate over Q to obtain 
-s a* -+s, v*vu+ =o, SD aN?D (2.15) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14j 
where we have used the fact that 
J R (u+)2=i j5, cos(x, v)da=O. 
Finally we multiply (2.6 j by $ and integrate over L2 to obtain 
Since (2.11) holds, the second integral in (2.16) vanrshes because of (2.15 ). 
The last integral in (2.16) is equal to zero as before (cf. (2.13)) since V*$’ 
is divergence free and $’ = const on i?D. Hence y 12D (&/?N,,) = 0, and in 
view of (2.14) we conclude that y = 0. 
Conversely suppose that (2.10) holds. Then the first integral in 
(2.16) vanishes. Since also the last integral in (2.16) vanishes, we 
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obtain jr,, , ,,) Vrj Vu = 0. Comparing with (2.15) we deduce that 
JdD (WPN,D) = 0; consequently (2.11) holds. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A weak solution of (2.6)-(2.10) is a pair (u, II/) such 
that 
0) 24 E W’~2(Q) n Cm(Q) for some a E (0, l), 
(ii) $ E W’(sZ) n L”(Q), 
(iii) U= 1 on aD, u = -1 on dG, 
(iv) $ = 0 on 8D, tj = 0 a.e. on {U < 01, and U, $ satisfy. 
5 (Vu-/2V*$u)V4dX=O by E wy(Q) n L”(Q), n 
I [Vrj V+ - &d] dX= 0 Vq5~ Wk2(Q+), whereQ+ = (u>Ol. (u>O) 
(2.18) 
Remark 2.2. Since II E C?(Q), the sets (u> 0}, {u< O> are open in the 
relative topology of Sz 
THEOREM 2.2. For every ;1> 0 there exists a weak solution qf (2.6)- 
(2.10). 
The proof is given in the next two sections. 
Remark 2.3. Suppose we are given a sufficiently smooth weak solution 
of (2.6)-(2.10). Then in order to solve the physical problem we must 
recover the pressure from 
Since L2+ is doubly connected (i.e., it is a domain with one hole D), the 
condition of solvability for P is that 
s dP=O (2.20) I 
for every closed curve Z in B + which encloses the hole D. Equivalently, 
from (2.19), 
s ingdo-ij” UN, da = 0. i3D (2.21) 
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If ~4 = 1 on irD, JaD UN, da = 0 and therefore the second of (2.11) holds. The 
meaning of the second condition in (2.11) is then that it permits to recover 
the pressure P. In fact Lemma 2.1 gives an equivalent condition to recover 
the pressure. 
In general if u is not constant on i?D, from (2.20) or (2.21), one has to 
impose the condition 
(2.22) 
Note that the quantity Q is determined by the data of 14 on i3D, and (2.22) 
assers the flux condition 
- w 
J - da=Q. PD dN (2.23) 
Let us call e(y) the stream function solution of (2.6)-(2.9) with (2.10) 
replaced by rj = 7 on c3D, y E R. Among all the $(y), the physical solution is 
the one for which y is such that (2.23) holds. 
For simplicity we shall deal only with the case when u = const on 8D. 
The results remain unchanged if u is variable on FD, provided (2.10) is 
replaced by the condition 
tj = const on c?D, 
s 
2 do=Q. 
SD c?N 
(2.10)’ 
A slight modification will be needed in the proof of Lemma 3.4 and will be 
indicated there. 
3. EXISTENCE OF A WEAK SOLUTION 
We construct a solution as a limit of solutions u,, $E of penalized 
problems. 
For each E > 0 consider the problem of finding uE, $, such that 
u, E W’,‘(l2), *E E w”22(Q), 
14, = 1 on SD, u,= -1 on aG, (3.1) 
$,=O on dD, $,=O on 8G, 
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and 
5 (Vu, - 1 V*$, Vu,) Vd dX = 0 Vq5 E W,$*(sZ), (3.2) sa 
where u; = max{ -u,, O}. 
LEMMA 3.1. For each E>O there exists a solution uE, II/, of (3.1)-(3.3); 
moreover, there exist constants C > 0 and CY E (0, 1) independent of E such 
that 
and 
IbEll W’J(R) 9 ll~,ll w’4n, 6 c (3.4) 
II~~EII m,R G 1, IltiElI co,8 G c, (3.5) 
II4 cysl) G c. (3.6) 
We first assume that the lemma is true and use it to complete the proof 
of Theorem 2.2. 
By Lemma 3.1 we can select sequences u,, $, such that 
u, + zl W’,“(Q)-weakly, 
u,+ u uniformly in 0, 
tiE + $ W’,‘(Q)-weakly and L”(Q)-weak*. 
Passing to the limit in (3.2) proves (2.17). The uniform limit u is Holder 
continuous in 0 and therefore the sets (~4 > 0}, {u < 0} are open in Q. 
Let Kc {u > 0} be a compact set. Then u 3 G > 0 in K, and there exists 
an E(D) > 0 such that u,(X) > (r/2 VE <E(O), XE K. Let 4 E Wk’(Q) be such 
that supp 4 c K. Taking such a 4 in (3.3), the penalty term will vanish for E 
small enough. Therefore letting E + 0 we get (2.18) for any such 4. Since 
Kc {u > 0} is arbitrary, (2.18) holds for all 4~ W;‘(Q) with 
supp 4 n (U < 0) = a; hence, since Cg(Q’ ) is dense in W;‘(Q), also for all 
fj E W$2(12). 
It remains to prove that $ = 0 on {u < O}. Let Kc {u < 0} be compact. 
Then, for all E small enough, u,(X) < -a/2 if XE K. Choosing 4 = $, in 
(3.3) we have 
It follows that SK ~;$f dX< &AC, i.e., SK 4(/,2 dX< ZEC-~AC. 
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Letting E -+ 0 and using Fatou’s lemma, we find that SK $2 dX= 0. Since, 
finally, K is arbitrary, it follows that tj = 0 a.e. on {r~ < 01. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
To prove Lemma 3.1 we first establish several auxiliary lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let $ E W’~‘(l2) n L”(Q) be giuen. Then there exists a uni- 
que solution u of 
-Au + 1 V*+ Vu = 0 in g’(Q), 14 E W1.Z( R ), (3.7) 
u=l on 8D, II = - 1 OH 2G (3.8) 
and, no matter what $ is, 
I/4/ ro,R G 1; (3.9) 
furthermore, there exists a constant y1 independent of Ic/ such that 
(3.10) 
Prooj: The statements about existence and uniqueness are well known. 
To prove (3.9) multiply (3.7) by (u T 1 j k E Wk2(sZ) and integrate over Q to 
get 
1 IV(uf l)‘i’dX+; j. V*$V((uT l)‘)‘dX=O. (3.11) 
-Q Q 
Suppose tj is smooth. Since V*$ is divergence free and iu F 1)’ vanishes 
on &2, 
J V*$Vifu~ l)‘)‘dX= -J ((uf: l)‘)‘divV*$dX=O 
B 0 
and therefore (3.9 j follows from (3.11). By approximation of $ by smooth 
function the conclusion holds for any I,/I E W’.“(Q) n L”(Q). 
Let w  be the solution of 
A 1,~’ = 0 in Q> 
w  = 1 on dD, IV= -1 on ?G 
and set MJ~ = u - W. Then \vO E W:‘(Q) and 
-Au’, + A V=%,h VW, = -A. V*$ VW (3.12) 
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in W(Q). Multiply (3.12) by MJ~ and integrate over 0; since V*t,b is 
divergence free, IQ V*$ V W~MJ,, dX= 0, and from the remaining terms we 
obtain 
Since by (3.9) and the maximum principle applied to w  we have 
II lb II m,n d 2, we get 
and (3.10) readily follows. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let V be any number such that 
II ti II W’+2) G v. 
There exist constants y( V) and c( = a( I’) E (0, 1) such that 
IdX,) - dJ(2)l 6 Y( v P-1 - X21sL vx,, X*ESZ. 
The proof is given in Section 4. 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
LEMMA 3.4. Let u E W’.*(Q) be given. Then there exists a unique solution 
ti of 
(3.15) 
t/i =0 on BD, $ =0 on SG; (3.16) 
moreover 
Indeed, the proof of existence and uniqueness is well known. To prove 
(3.17) we multiply (3.15) by $, integrate over 0, and after integration by 
parts on the right hand side, we estimate it by Schwarz’s inequality. 
Remark 3.1. If (2.10) is replaced by (2.10)’ (see Remark 2.3) then the 
existence of II/ is established by minimizing the functional 
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in the convex set 
K= {$E W’,‘(Q); lj=o on aG and $ = const on iiD}. 
The existence of a unique minimizer is standard. To prove the second of 
(2.10)’ we take an arbitrary 4 E K. Then, for f > 0, J($) d J($ f ~5). Letting 
t --f 0, we obtain 
We now proceed to prove Lemma 3.1. Let X= Lx(R)n W’)‘(Q) equip- 
ped with the norm IIwlix= /1~,/1 r,Q + IIul/ U’~.~IR,. Let Z be a closed convex 
set in X defined as follows: 
)cEC- IIU’II m,Q 6 1, IIN W’-‘(Q) G -703 
II’= 1 on ZID, 
(3.18 j 
,,I’ = - 1 on iiG; 
here y0 is a positive number to be chosen later. 
Define a map F: X+ X as follows: 
For each UEZ let I++(&, u) be the unique solution of (3.15), (3.16) for this 
choice of U. Then we let F(U) be the unique solution ii of 
- Aii + 1 V*$(E, u) Vii = 0 in Q, 
fi=l on iiD, ii= -1 on dG 
(3.19) 
(established in Lemma 3.2). 
LEMMA 3.5. (i) There exists a positiue number y,, depending or@ upon 
the data and independent of E such that F maps Z into Z; 
(ii) R C -+ C is completely continuous. 
Proof. To prove (i) observe that by (3.9) of Lemma 3.2 we have, with 
ii= F(U), Ilii(l X,0 < 1; further, by (3.10) of Lemma 3.2 and (3.17) 
Choosing 6 = l/(21) and y. = 4y I A, we find that 11 iill w~,~(R) d yo. Therefore 
F(u)eZ. 
To prove (ii), let uj be a sequence in the range of F. Then u = t)j is a 
solution of (3.19) with $(a, u)=+( E, u,) for some uj~ Z. From (3.17) we 
have 
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Therefore, by Lemma 3.3 and (3.9) of Lemma 3.2 the sequence u, is 
uniformly bounded and equi-Holder continuous in a. It follows that, for a 
subsequence ZJ~, uY -+ v uniformly in Q. Also, for k > j’, 
Therefore (ui’} is a Cauchy sequence in IV’~‘(Q) and vY + u in IV’,‘(Q). We 
conclude that IIuj! - ul(,,,+ 0. We have thus proved that the range of F is 
contained in a compact set. 
Finally we prove the continuity of F. Let zlj be a sequence in Z such that 
lluj - uIJ X + 0, u E 2’. Write (3.15) for uj and U, form the difference and mul- 
tiply by the test function I&E, uj) - +(E, u). Integrating over D we obtain 
where C is a constant independent ofj, E. 
Next, writing (3.19) for $(E, u,) and $(E, u), taking the difference and 
multiplying by F(uj) - F(u) we obtain, after integrating over Q, 
Combining this with (3.21) we deduce that 
F(uj) + F(U) in IV2(Q). (3.22) 
Next, since {F(uj)} is uniformly bounded and equi-Holder continuous in 
0, and since (3.22) holds, the full sequence F(u,) is uniformly convergent in 
.Q to F(u). We thus conclude that II F(‘(u,j - F(u)llx + 0, SO that F is con- 
tinuous. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. By Lemma 3.5 and Schauder’s fixed point 
theorem, F(. ) has a fixed point in Z, and hence (3.1 k(3.3) has a solution. 
Estimates (3.4), (3.6) and the first part of (3.5) are consequences of the 
above arguments. Thus it remains to establish the estimate 
lIti, cc.,R d c. (3.23) 
Consider the problem 
on dDu13G. (3.25) 
(3.24) 
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For any positive number k, + ($, T k)’ E W;*(Q). Multiply (3.24) by such 
a test function and integrate over Q. Since 
we obtain 
Observe that the term involving the penalty is nonnegative and can be 
dropped. Hence 
ilVi9, T W + II 2, ,,~~*meas(X~R;(~,fk)+ (X)>O). 
By a result of [17, Chap. 2, Lemma 5.21 this implies that l[$,ll Ec.R < 
const /II//,/j2,R. Taking into account the second part of (3.4) the estimate 
(3.23) follows. 
4. PROOF OF LEMMA 3.3 
We set v = V*$. Then U, v satisfy 
-Au+;Iv.vu=O in Q, 
(4.1 i 
u= 1 on dD, u=-Ion%. 
By the results of [lo, 171 the Holder exponent of u can be estimated in 
terms of the L’+” -norm of v (q >O). Since, however, we only have 
v E L’(Q), we must proceed differently. We shall make use of the additional 
information that div v = 0 in 9’(Q) and that the dimension is 2. Recall that 
bll2,R G I/. 
Let X,EQ and let B(R)= (IX-X,1 CR), B(R,)cQ. If CJE(O, l), con- 
sider the concentric bails B(R) and B(R- aR) and construct a smooth 
cutoff function [ such that [ E 1 on B(R - oR), supp i c B(R), IV;\ < 
l/(oR). In what follows, [ always denotes such a cutoff function. 
505:62,?-2 
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In (4.1) take test functions 4 = +(u-k)’ CL E lQ2(Q), lip R, and set 
A& E (XE B(R); (u(X) - k) * > 0 >. Standard calculations give 
(4.2 j 
vV((u-k)‘)*p. 
Since v is divergence free, 
3L 6,,) vV((u-k)‘yp= -2/l j V((M-k)+)2iV[ 
B(R) 
Substituting this estimate into (4.2), we easily get 
IIvtu - k)’ /I :,B(R-OR) 
~I(“--k)‘~I~,,(R, (0 < R < R,), (4.3) 
where 7 is a constant depending only on 1; this inequality holds for any 
(r E (0, 1) and k E R. One can use this inequality in order to derive the 
Holder continuity by a modification of a method of [17]. Since this was 
already carried out in [6], we omit the details. 
The Holder continuity of u up to 0 is also proved by using the methods 
of [17, Chap. 2, Sect. 71 together with the modifications given in [6]. 
5. SYMMETRY OF SOLUTIONS ABOUT THE pAxts 
THEOREM 5.1. If D is symmetric about the y-axis then there exists a 
weak solution u, $ of (2.6)-(2.10) satisf]+zg: 
u( -4 y) = 4x, ,,I, $(-x, y) = -ti(x, y). 
ProojI We repeat the proof of Theorem 2.1 replacing the set C defined 
in (3.18) by the set C* = (w E C; ,v( -x, v) = ~v(x, ~1) 1. If $ is a solution of 
(3.15) with UEC*, then 
Ii/(-u, Y) = -@C--x, Y) (5.1) 
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-A$+- 
u-IJ 
- = Au:. 
& 
By uniqueness it follows that $ = @, i.e., (5.1) holds. 
Denote by U the F(U) corresponding to $, that is, U is the solution of 
(3.19) with $ = I++(&, u) satisfying (5.1). We claim that 
U( -A-, y) = U(.u, I’). (5.2) 
Indeed, setting 0(.x, u) = U( -x, Jlj we have 
v**vr7=~,J7y-$,yu~ at (5, j-j 
= cc/,. U.Y - Qk u, at (--u,.yj (by (5.1)) 
=AU(-xu,~)=A~(x,~), 
so that 
By uniqueness it follows that (5.2) holds. 
We have thus proved that the mapping F maps C* into C*. As in the 
proof of Theorem 2.2 we now conclude that F has a fixed point 14 in Z*, 
i.e., u( -X, J?) = 24(x, y). The corresponding $ then satisfies (5.1). 
Remark 5.1. If Q is symmetric about the I*-axis then, by Theorem 5.1, 
$ cannot have fixed sign in Q. For a general domain D we argue, 
somewhat formally, as follows: Suppose $ d 0 in L2. Then c?I~/& 2 0 on r 
and on LJL) (v = the outward normal derivative) and a$/& > 0 at points of 
dD where U, > 0 (by the strong maximum principle). Hence, integrating 
(2.6) we obtain 
since u = 1 on (?D, which is a contradiction. The above argument is actually 
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rigorous in view of the fact (to be proved in Section 7) that the free boun- 
dary and I++ are smooth. 
6. REGULARITY OF WEAK SOLUTIONS 
In this section we establish regularity of weak solutions and in Section 7 
we prove that the free boundary is analytic. For simplicity we shall 
understand, by a weak solution, any solution obtained by the penalization 
procedure of Section 3. This restriction is needed only in the proof of 
Lemma 6.2. The proof of this lemma is also valid for any weak solution as 
in Definition 2.1 provided $ E @‘$‘(Q’). 
LEMMA 6.1. Ifu, $ is a weak solution of (2.6k(2.10) then 
u e W:;:(Q) for all 1 < p < rx) (6.1) 
and, consequently, 
uEC(i2) for all ctE(O, 1). (6.2) 
ProoJ Let X0 E 52, B(R) = { 1X- X01 < R > and choose R so small so 
that B(2R) c 52. Let [ be a cutoff function in B(2R) such that [ = 1 on B(R) 
and supp cc B(2R), /Vi1 6 1/R. Set 
f 1 U2R = I1 dx= IB(2R)j s u dX K=) B(2R) 
If we multiply (2.6) by (u--u~~) [” and integrate over B(2R), we obtain 
1 
s 
2 - 
2 
Ivu(26- 
B(R) R2 J 
(u - l+R)’ 
BVR) 
1 . -- 
2 ! 
v** V(u - u2J2 i2. 
B(2R) 
We treat the last integral as follows: 
J- -.! 2 
5 
B(2R) v*$ v(zd - li2R)' i2 = I,,,,, v*$(u - 112R)2 i v; 
<; f 
B(R) 
Iv*+1 (“-u2R)24$ s,,,,, Iv*ti12-” 
1 1 
+- 2 _ yI R"- V)/(l - 4) s 
(u-uUZR12~'l--) lU-u2R(2. 
B(2R) 
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Since u E C=(Q) for some small a, we have 
lu--u,,12j(1-q))~1;R2”i(l~~n) (y constant). 
We choose q = 2cr (with CI < 4) and then 
1 1 
2-i1 R s (2-?)i(l--q) B(2R) 
ILl-z42Rj2,“1-~~ IU--1f2R/2 
s IK- 4fS2, Bf2Rl 
so that 
Substituting this estimate in (6.3) we get 
jB,,, IVu/?wj2R, l~4--U,,l’+~ S,,,,, IV*Wci-s! 
By Sobolev’s inequality, 
+ Bt2R, lu-~4d2GYR 2 ( LtzR) Ivul)2 f 
and, therefore, setting f = (jV*$l)‘-“, we obtain from (6.4) 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
By a local version of Gehring’s lemma (see [S 
such that, for any 0 <E <q,, 
c f BIR) 
But 
r 9, 231) there exists an E,, > 0 
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if E < 2a/( 1 - a). Consequently (6.6) gives 
u E W’,P lot for p=2+~. (6.7) 
From this and (2.6) we deduce that Au = 1 V*t+b VUE L&(f2), where 
s = 2( 1 + a)(2 + E)-‘. Consequently, u E IV:;;(Q) and, by Sobolev’s imbed- 
ding, 
u E w;;: where q = 2 + 2.5 = p + E. (6-8) 
Thus (6.7) implies (6.8) and, by iteration, UE W;;:, for I’ = p + ire, 
n = 1, 2, 3 )... . This completes the proof of (6.1 j. Finally (6.2) locally in Q 
follows by Sobolev’s inequality, and in a neighborhood of iX2 it follows (see 
[21]) by boundary regularity for solutions of elliptic equations (recall that 
1352 is in C1+B and dist(r, JD) > 0 since u is continuous). 
In the next four lemmas we continue to designate by U, II/ any weak 
solution. c 
LEMMA 6.2. There exists a positive constant 1~ such that, for all s > 0, 
1$(X)1 <su’(X) +;. (6.9) 
ProoJ: It suffices to prove (6.9) in D + = (u>OI. Multiplying (2.6) by s 
(s> 0) and comparing with (2.2) we obtain 
-A($-su)-slV*ijVu=lu,. (6.10) 
Since V*t,b Vt,l~ =O, we have -dV*$Vu=~V”$V($-su). Also, 
lu, = 4-‘(l) -su), + /x1$,. 
Substituting these expressions into (6.10) and setting 
we obtain 
v=*-su (6.11) 
-Av+lV*$Vv= -; v+; ex in Q+. (6.12) 
We shall use this equation in order to estimate v from above. 
Note that formally v < 0 on LX? +, and let us assume for the moment that 
(v-k)’ E W$*(Q+) Vk>O. Multiplying (6.12) by (v-k)’ and integrating 
over Q+ we get, formally, 
1 
2 o+ 1 lv(v-k)+l’+; s,+ v*f+bV((v-k)+)* 
2 = -- / 
s R+ 
(v-k),+ (v-k)+ +4 S,- $,(v-k)+. (6.13) 
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Since actually u is not yet known to belong to W$‘(Q’ ), (6.13) has not 
been rigorously established. For simplicity, however, we shall assume that 
(6.13) is valid and go on with the various estimates. At the end of the proof 
we shall show how to make the calculations rigorous. 
Since V*$ is divergence free, the second integral on the left-hand side of 
(6.13) vanishes. The first integral on the right-hand side of (6.13) also 
vanishes. Further 
where *J>sup I$\ and Ak= (XEQ+; v(X)>k). Since 
where lAk\ =meas A,, we obtain from (6.13) 
(6.14) 
this holds for all k > 0, s > 0, with a constant 7 independent of k, s. 
Let k, be a positive number to be chosen later on, and consider the 
sequence of increasing levels k, = k, - ko/2n (n = 0, 1, 2,... ). Since 
(o -k,) + E IJJ’$~(SZ + ) and the dimension N = 2, by the Sobolev imbedding 
we have 
where (6.14) (with k=k,,+,) was used in the last inequality. 
Now. 
s R+ ((u-k,)+j’3(h-,,,~,-k,j2 lAk 2+ l =+$& lAkn+,I
and therefore 
IA~,+~J <2*@+” $ i,- t(L)--A+ 1’. 
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Using this estimate in (6.15), we obtain 
1 ’ 
P ! 0 Q+ 
((u-““+,)+)2<$$ ; 
0 [ j 
; R+ ((u-kJ+)2 1 2. (6.16) 
Setting 
yn2 j 
k; Q+ ((L+h+l)+)2 
we can rewrite (6.16) in the form 
Y 
],42” 1 
,,+I<--- q. 
s2 k;, 
From Lemma 4.7 of [ 17, p. 661 it then follows that if 
(6.17) 
y (152 0’42 1’ 0 (6.18) 
then Y,, + 0 if n + a. Therefore tl< k. in 52 + if k, is chosen to satisfy 
or if 
k,>O and Ib+ll2,~+ 6l;o.% 
for a suitable positive constant y. independent of s, k,. 
Now, by Sobolev’s inequality, 
(6.19) 
IQ+ (u+)“<C ijQ+ ~VLJ+~)~ (C constant) 
c(J’,+ IV+4 
Choosing k, = y^/s for a suitable constant 9 we conclude that (6.19) holds 
and, consequently, L’ < k,. Recalling (6.11), we see that $ - szl d js-’ 
vs>o. 
Similarly, working with t; = $ + su and multiplying the equation for 5 by 
(v”+k)- (ka0) we deduce that $+suk -7~’ Vs>O (y>O). This com- 
pletes the proof of the lemma. 
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As mentioned above, the proof of (6.13) is only formal. In order to 
proceed rigorously we work with the penalized problem for uE, $,, replac- 
ing Q + by Q in the above calculations. On the left-hand side of (6.13) there 
appears the term J U; E~‘$& v, - k) + (v, = i/j, - su,: J, which is positive and 
thus can be discarded. Proceeding as before we get t;,(X) 6 7s ~~ i in 52, and 
then take E -+ 0. 
LEMMA 6.3. There exist positive constams R,, 1 such that the following 
holds: Let CI be the Hiilder exponent of II and let X0 be any point in (tl= 0). 
Then 
Il//(X)l d y IX- X,l”~” if IX- X0( < R,. (6.20) 
ProoJ: Setting R = (X-X,() the assertion follows from Lemma 6.2 
noting that u’(X) < yR”. 
LEMMA 6.4. The function $ is Hijlder continuous in Q, with exponent 42 
(ifuECyi2)). 
Proof: Consider the function iv(X) = e(X) -$(X+eR), where e is a 
unit vector in iw2. By Lemma 6.3, IH.(J.‘)~ < CR “* in (2R)-neighbourhood of 
the free boundary r; the same inquality holds, of course, also in (2R)- 
neighborhood of 8D. Since --do,= L[u(xj - u(X+ eR)lX and u E c(a), a 
standard F-estimate for elliptic equations [ 10, p. 1811 yields 1 )L’/ LT,B*, < 
CR”” where Q* = (XE Q+; dist(X, 80’) > 2R). It follows that It)(X) - 
$(X+ eR)l < CR”,’ throughout 8. 
LEMMA 6.5. There holds: IA E C:Ozu Q ( ) for some a fz (0. 1). 
Prooj By Lemma 6.4, 
144X) - $(X)l dY IX- XI” vx, YEQ+; r1>0. (6.21) 
Let X0~S2 and let B(R)=B(X,, R)= (\X-XO\ < R) be a disc with B(2R) 
in Sz. Let M, be the solution of 
AN, = 0 in B(R), 
12’ = 11 on iYB(R). 
(6.22) 
We subtract the first equation from (2.6), multiply by 
u - IV E I%‘$‘( B(R)), and integrate over B(R). We obtain 
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Setting *R = fs, 9 and using (6.21) we estimate the right-hand side of 
(6.23) as follows: 
-A i,,,, v*IcIv~~~)= 4 j v*(+$.)v~(~~-~%~) 
NRJ 
=Aj (Ic/ - tiR) vu v*(u - w) 
B(R) 
<yRq 
j 
IVul IV(r4 - lV)/ 
B(R) 
dyRv s 
p3.4 IV(u - w)l 
NW 
1 
<- 2 i,,,, (V(U-W)~~+~R~~ j 
lVu12. 
B(R) 
Since (6.1) holds: 
Substituting these estimates in (6.23), we get 
s Iv(u - w)12 < y( llv~ll~~,~j~ R’R’(‘1- l/P’, B(R) 
where K is a compact subset of D containing B(R). Choosing y = 2/r] we 
get 
j 
IV(u-w)l'<yR'+'l, (6.24) 
B(R) 
where y is a constant independent of R. 
By the Campanato estimate [9, Theorem 3.21 
I,,, IV1c - (Wpl 2 d 1’ ($ s,,,, (VW - (vlv)R/ 2 voQ<;. 
The integral on the right-hand side is bounded by 
1vd262 I,,, (Vul'<CR'-" V&>O, 
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by the Dirichlet principle and (6.1); C depends on E. Hence 
Substituting this into (6.24) we get 
! * lVll-(Vu),\2<y B(P) 
kf0 < p < R/2. Choosing p = R’ +l we obtain 
$fB,,, Iv14-(vz4),1161 
R&i-?-S R?+'( 
R(?+")(l+X) Sj Ri2+-1)lI+l)' (6.25) 
We choose CI sufficiently small so that 
2 -I- g > (2 + u)( 1-t a), 
4a+2>(2+a)(l +I)+; 
and choose E < a,12. Then the right-hand side of (6.25 j becomes bounded, 
i.e., 
f,,,, lVll-(Vu),12n’XdCp” vo<p<p,. 
The Holder continuity of Vu now follows by a standard result of Cam- 
panato isee [9]) or Morrey [18]. 
We summarize the results proved in this section: 
THEOREM 6.6. Every lceak solution u, t+!t is regular in the sense thar 
24 E C’+‘(Q), I./ e C”2(D) for some u E (0, 1). 
7. ANALYTICITY OF THE FREE BOUNDARY 
LEMMA 7.1. Let X,~d{u>O)n!&? and assuYne mar Vu(X,)=O. T/?er! 
there exists a nonzero homogeneous harmonic polynomial qf’ degree m > 2 
such that 
14(x)=P,,(X-X0)+ 0(1X- Xol'*~+~j, 
vu(x)=vP,,(x-x,)+o(~x-x,/“‘~‘+“~ 
as X + X0, bz’here E is some positive number. 
(7.1) 
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If V*tj E L” for some s > 2 then the lemma follows from a version of the 
Hartman-Wintner lemma [11] due to Kinderlehrer [14]. Since, however, 
V*$ is only known, at his point, to belong to L’, we must proceed differen- 
tly. Our proof will be based on the method of Caffarelli and Friedman [Z], 
which was applied to solutions of ldul < Clu18; we shall make use here of 
the special structure of our equation for u and of the regularity results of 
Theorem 6.6. 
ProoJ We take for simplicity X,, = 0 and assume that B, = { 1x1 < 1 > 
lies in 52 together with its boundary dB,. We denote with s, JJ points in B,. 
By Green’s formula, 
47cnu(x)= - 6, g log l<Y-1’~2dcT+~9B, 
I 
u(y)-$oglx-yl’do 
+A jB, log I~~-v12v*~(~‘)vu(,)~l~, .1CE B,. 
Integrating by parts in the last integral, we get 
47cu(x)=S,, 
1 
[A 2 ,(y-;] log I.x-y12do 
+I 8B, 
u(L.)-$og~x-~I’d~ (7.2) 
-1 j t4Y)wJJ)v* log I x - yl 2 dy c I(” + [‘2’ + f13’, 
Bl 
where~~=I.xl/l~l, cos~=.x~~/I.xI~(?:~. Settingq=jL2-2pcos8, wehave 
or 
j&q-~=& z ~“QJcos~)~ 
n 0 
where Q,(t) is a polynomial of degree y1 satisfying 
lQ,(cos c9)l d n + 1. 
(7.3) 
(7.4) 
(7.5) 
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Indeed, to prove the last assertion, write 
1 1 1 1 
I1y-==/v12 
7-y 
J 1 + q \/Gy 
1 
-= f  ( - 1 j” -$$ $1 = f  p”P,(cos 8), 
giq ,I=0 N = 0 
where P,(r) are the Legendre polynomials of degree n, satisfying 
IP,,(cos 611 < 1. 
Then 
(7.6) 
1 l f II 
lx-,r:(“=lr?[2 [ ,l;op PAcosne) II f JlnP,z(cos 128) n=O 1 
=+$ c p[ i P,,-JCOS 6) P,(cos o)]. 
(7.7) 
n 0 n-0 
Comparing (7 j with (7.4) and using (7.7), the assertion (7.5) follows. 
Remark 7.1. Below we will use expansion of (x- J-~)/~x - ~1’ in terms 
of polynomials. Since 
the absolute convergence will hold provided 
l-4 1 
P=~<l+tY. 
for some u > 0. 
We shall henceforth take a fixed a > 0. 
We shall now evaluate Ic3) assuming that 
where /I is non-integer. 
We write 
(7.8) 
(7.9) 
+A - ! lj(~)vu(~)v*log /x- ‘q’dV=P’+P) ? < 1 2 . BI’,~I+~,,.,, 
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As for I\‘), we easily get 
where y is a generic constant. 
To evaluate Ii3J, observe that the integrand has the form 
Consider the part of the integral involving just the Us, x~. It is equal to 
To estimate H(l) we write 
(7.11) 
where R,( ‘, 11) is a polynomial of degree n in x. Then 
- 
1 B TIB,+il,,*, Q(r) 1 ~,,o.)-yj(-l)i 1 +$ dy 
1 c iii nsCB1 
= Hc,‘) + Hi”. (7.12) 
In view of (7.9), each integral in H(,‘J is convergent and it gives a 
polynomial of degree 1 + [/?I. 
As for Hi’), 
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Nexr we estimate H(“. We may assume that /.\-I < (1 + xi-‘. for 
otherwise B,‘\,,B,, +r),.r, is empty and thus H”‘= 0. We have, by Remark 
7.1, 
Putting all these estimates together, and treating the terms with u,.,(J’~ J’; 
(see (7.10)) in a similar way, we conclude that 
P3 = P*(x) + O(lX I’$), (7.13) 
where P, is a polynomial of degree < [fl] + 1. 
We claim that P,(x) is harmonic. Indeed, the polynomial P, arises when 
we expand (cf. (7.11), (7.12)) 
into a series of polynomials in X. But since 
so is each of the polynomials of its expansion. Thus P,(s) has the form 
1 [ bW C i- 1)’ u.,(.d ii,,b d, 
n<[p]+l ‘51 i f j 
where RjR(.y, J) is harmonic in X; consequently P, is also harmonic. 
As for I”’ and I”‘, they can be treated as in [2]. Thus, they also have 
the form (7.13). We conclude that 
u(1) = Pcll, + l(S) + O( 1x1 fi + ’ ), 
where %, + I is harmonic polynomial of degree [PI + 1. 
Next we establish that 
(7.14 
VU(X)=VP,,,+,(.Y)+Q(~.Y~“-‘) (ve>O). (7.15 
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The reason for the parameter E is the following: When we estimate D,1(3’, 
we write 
D Ii3’=/2 
x 
I 
V,*($Vu)D,log lx-yJ*dy 
BI n 4t+a,,x, 
where dz,, is the differential along the boundary. 
We rewrite the first integral in the form 
s v.;kb~) vu(y)) - $(x) Vu(x)] D, log Ix - y12 dll Bl f- 41 +z,,i, 
=- 
s [$(y) Vu(y) - e(x) Vu(x)] V.:D, log Ix- y12 dj, Bl A 41 +n,,\, 
-s [IcI(v)Vu(l?)-Icl(xjVu(x)] D,log Ix-yl’dr,.. ~(BlnB[I+,)lxll 
We now proceed as before, but use the estimate (which follows from 
Theorem 6.6): 
This estimate is not needed when we evaluate integrals over BI’\B~l+l),r, 
occuring in DxZc3’ above. 
Having proved (7.14), (7.15j (under the assumption (7.9)) we now 
observe that, by Theorem 6.6, (7.9) is in fact satisfied for some fl>O. 
Indeed, since u E C’ + a and u(0) = 0, Vu(O) = 0, we have IVu(y)I d C )~a/“, 
IKY~I d c I.4 l,‘* so that we can take p = + + c1 in (7.9). 
We may assume that c( # 4. If CI < $ then, since Vu(O) = 0, PIP, + i = P, is 
linear and thus must vanish identically. We then conclude that 
l$(.Y)WY)l <c I.#? where 6=++/3-&> 1. 
If a > 4 then (7.9) already holds with fi > 1. Thus in both cases (7.9) holds 
with some /?> 1. We conclude that (7.14), (7.15) hold with Pep,+ 1 of 
degree 9 2. If PcB, + 1 f 0 then the lemma follows; otherwise, P,,, + 1 = 0 
and proceeding as before (as in the case CI ~4) we can establish (7.14) 
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(7.15) with p replaced by /? + 1, say. Again, if PcB, +z f 0 then the lemma 
follows; otherwise we repeat the process. 
We conclude tha either the lemma is true, or else u(J’) = O(i~i”)l 
Vu(y) = O(l yl”) for all integers IZ >, 0. To complete the proof we shall derive 
a contradiction to the last situation. We do it, as in [2], by establishing 
precise inductive estimates on U, namely: 
with ,!J, - [/?,,I 3 4 and C,,I > 20fl. To establish these inequalities for n + 1, 
we use Lemma 6.2 to deduce that $(JI) d C lu( >l)/ I!‘, so that 
1$(y) Vzr(y)l d C(C/Jf lyl”~~- ! (p = 2,. 
We now proceed as in the proof of (7.14), (7.15), choosing, however, the 
parameter G( in a special way, namely: a = l/p, where #I = /?,. Since the 
leading harmonic polynomial is assumed to vanish identically, we only 
have to estimate the remaining terms. Checking carefully the dependence of 
the various constants on pn (cf. [2]) we find that 
IVu(x)l 6 c(cp,py”-“’ Ixp- I) 
where k + 1 =~(l -8) pII (8 is any prescribed positive number: cf. (7.15)). 
We choose /?,z + 1 = $( 1 - E’ ) /3, - 6, for some small F’ > 0 and 8, E (0, 1) such 
that IL+ 1 - [pll+ 1] >i. We also choose C,,3+, such that C,n.L, = 
c(c,,Jy” -F’). It remains to evaluate /?,,, CPm. As in [Z], 
c, < pnz <c 
p(l-E’), 2 
( Ci positive constants), 
and 
where 
D,=C-f 
izl (p(lL))” 
and K,, K, C are suitable positive constants. 
We now easily verify that if IJ,\ < KeB (B large enough) then lu( y) d 
C,“lJp-‘O if FZ-+I;c. Thus u(y) ==0 and, by a simple continuation 
argument, u = 0 in Sz, a contradiction. 
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We now state the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 7.2. For any weak solution u, $, the free boundar~~ I- is 
analytic. 
By elliptic regularity it then follows that $ and u are analytic in Q + v f. 
Proqf From Theorem 6.6 it follows that u E C’ +E(sZ), for some 
o( E (0, I). Note that the set {U > 0} is connected to dG (by the maximum 
principle) and similarly the set {u < 0 1 is connected to aD. We claim that 
Vu#O on r=(u=O} (7.16) 
Indeed, arguing as in [ 16 J suppose u(X,) = 0, Vu( X0) = 0 for some point 
X,EO. Then, by Lemma 7.1, 
u=k Re{cz”(l +0(l))], 
24, + iu,, = cz n+yl+o(l)) (CZO) 
as z + 0, where X-X, is written in complex notation as z, and IZ is a 
positive integer 32. It follows that there exist 2n arcs yj initiating at X0, 
and yi, JJ,., i form angle 742n at X0 (j = l,..., 211; yzR + i = yl), such that u 
changes sign from the region dj bounded by y,, I;+, and IzI = a0 to the 
region Aj, ,; here E,, is a sufhciently small positive number. But this 
situation implies that the sets (U > 01, {U < 0} are not both connected, a 
contradiction. 
From (7.16) and the Cl+” regularity of 24 it follows that 
r is a Cl+’ curve (without cusps). (7.17) 
Since - Atj = u,~ in R+, $=O in r, and $ECY(R+) for some a>O, it 
follows by a classical theorem of Schauder [21] that 
- 
$EP+~(Q+). (7.18) 
We shall now complete the proof of the theorem by using the hodograph 
method of Isakov [ 12, 131 and Kinderlehrer and Nirenberg [lj]. 
To prove analyticity in a neighborhood of a point X0 E r we denote the 
independent variable by x = (x1, x2) and take for simplicity X0 = 0 and 
UJO I> 0. (7.19 j 
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We introduce new independent variable y = (~1~) y2) by 
‘1 =-Xl, 
j-2 = 24(X1) x2). 
(7.20) 
In view of (7.19) we can solve from (7.20) x2 = r(x,, ~9~) = c’(~r, ~1~) in a 
neighborhood of 0. Note that L?+-neighborhood of 0 is mapped in the 
y-space onto B,f = (vf + J$ < 6’, J’? > O> for some small 6 > 0. We 
introduce in B: three dependent functions i(y) = U(J)), q( yl, y.,) = 
c(yl,-yr), and ~(y,,~2)=$(x,,x,). As in [lS] we have, with u,=&/Jxi, 
ui = L71qayi, 
and 
Hence 
Note that since u,(O) = 0 implies that ~~(0) = 0, F is an elliptic operator. 
We proceed to rewrite the equations (2.6), (2.8) in terms of the functions 
[, 11, < in B,+ First we compute 
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Hence (2.6) in Q+-neighborhood of 0 becomes 
(7.21) 
Since II/ = 0 in O-, the corresponding equation (2.6) is simply obtained 
from AU = 0 by noting that q2 = -i2, q12 = -[,2 and vii= iii: 
(7.22) 
To rewrite (2.8) for [, we compute 
Thus i satisfies 
The expression in brackets is equal to 
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Consequently 5 satisfies 
Observe that the system (7.21)-(7.23 j is strongly elliptic in B$ (In fact 
the principal parts are, respectively, F(D<, D’i), F(Dy, D2q) and 
F(D<, D’ir’)). Further, i, q and 5 satisfy the boundary conditions [( yl, 0) = 
q(lrl, 0), iz(yl, 0)= -y>(y,, 0), <(Jo, 0)=0 and they belong to C’+‘(e). 
Using a standard regularity result for elliptic systems we deduce that i, tl, 4 
are analytic in B&. Since the free boundary is characterized by 
u(xt,x2)=0, or J+~=O, it is given implicitly by x2 = L’(J’~, 0), or 
parametrically by x2 = ;( J!~, 0), x1 = J.J, _ Consequently, r is analytic. 
8. UNIQUENESS FOR SMALL I. 
In this section we assume that the Grashoff number II is sufficiently smali 
and establish existence and uniqueness of a classical solution. The proof is 
based on successive approximations, and is independent of the proofs of 
the previous sections. Of course only the uniqueness part is new (existence 
of regular solutions was already proved above). However, we have decided 
to include the proof of existence here for these reasons: (i) it requires just 
little extra efforts, (ii) the method applies also to the situation in Part II, 
where it does yield new results, and (iii) unlike the previous proof of 
existence, the present proof is constructive. 
DEFINITION 8.1. By a classical solution of (2.6)-(2.10) we mean a weak 
solution (II, $ j satisfying: 
u E lq$2) l-l CL +“(a) Vl <p< x, o<:< 1, 
$EC1+z({U>O)), 
r= {u=O> is a Clfa curve, for some CI E (0, 1). 
In this section we shall prove the existence and uniqueness of such a 
solution. Theorem 7.1 shows that, for such a solution, r is analytic. 
For simplicity we shall first consider the special case 
D= {IA < l), G= (1x1 <R) with R> 1. (8.1) 
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As usual, we denote by (w( i + a,Q the (1 + a)-Holder norm of a function IV in 
Q. For a function h(B) periodic of period 27r, we denote by Ihl l+a the 
(1 + a)-Holder norm of h(B) in [0,27c]. 
If A is a domain with Cl+ OL boundary, and if g is defined on aA, then we 
define the Cl+’ norm of g on c?A in the usual way. 
In the sequel we shall need the following result: 
LEMMA 8.1. Suppose A is a bounded domain in KY with dA consisting of 
two C’ + a surfaces rl, r2 satisjjing dist(r, , r,) 2 d > 0. Let f be a bounded 
function in A and g a C’ Ca function on aA. Set 
yi= cl+a -norm of ri, 
yi= cl +a - norm of g 1 ri, 
and let y1 + yz + jjl + y2 < 11. If u is the solution of 
-Au=f in A, 
u=g on dA, 
then u E C’ +a(z4) and IuI 1 + a,A < q(y, l/d) j/f 11 mo,A, where rl( t, s) is a known 
continuous and increasing -function in both tlariables. 
Indeed, if G(x, ~1) is the fundamental solution of -A in KY, then we 
introduce the function 
u,,(x)= I G(x, y)f(y) dj A 
and apply a Clta estimate of Schauder [21] to z.-u~. 
We shall construct the classical solution (u, $) of (2.6) by successive 
approximations, starting with the pair (u,, 0), where u,, is the unique 
solution of 
-Au,=0 inQ={l<p<Rj, 
(8.2) 
ug= 1 onp=l, uo= -1 on p=R. 
The solution is given by u&) = 1 - 2 log p/log R and the level curve 
(u=O} is given by P=P~(~)-R’/~. 
Next, we solve 
-A$, = Au,, in QOr (1 <p<p0(8)), 
*1=0 on asr, 
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and extend +r by zero into Q’\@,. We let M{ be the solution of 
-Au,+iV*$,VuO=O in Q, 
u,=l onp-1, u, = -1 on p=R. 
We can represent u1 by means of Green’s function G of -A in the 
annulus R. In polar coordinates we have 
u,(p, 8)= 1 -J’Ogp log--i /;n/oR G(~,~;s,~)C~,iu,,-~,,u,]dsdt.(8.3) 
If the pair (u,, t+k,) were the solution of (2.6)-(2.10) then, setting 
p = p,(B) in (8.3), the left-hand side vanishes. This motivates the definition 
of pi: 
Proceeding in this way we construct sequences a,(o), u,, I/J,? satisfying 
-LqYn = 214, ,.y in !2 nil- (l <p<p,~~i(e)j-, 
8jn =O in R‘I,~; 
(8.4) 
$,,=O on ?Q,,-,; 
-Au,, + 1 V*$,, VU,-. , = 0 in Q, 
zf?,=l onp=l. u,,= -1 on p=R; 
(8.5 j 
L log p,(B)= 1 -i [lx 1” G(p,._ I(B), 0; s, $} 
log R “0 ‘1 (8.6) 
We proceed to show that these sequences are well defined. 
Given a curve p= p,$.. ,(@}E C’ ‘“CO, 2n J and u,- I E W”~a(12j, the 
existence of a unique solution $,, of (8.4) is standard (cf. Lemma 3.4). By 
Lemma 8.1. if 
d n- 1 = itf IPn- ,(Q) - 11. 
then 
lti,*l*t c( ~v(lPn-lll+a? li&,.,).i llu,_I..yiix. (8.7) 
Next, the existence of a unique solution u,, of (8.5) is standard: 
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representing it by means of Green’s function (as in (8.3)) and taking 
gradients, we obtain 
6YoI-h Wnll+a IIVLIIIm,a> 
where Iti,tll+a= I$AI+a,~, and ljo, y denote generic constants independent 
of IZ. Using (8.7) we conclude that 
II~~,,II,,,dYo+~“Yrl~IP,-,I,+.~ vL,I llVL,II~,,. (8.8 j 
Set 
Then, from (8.7) we have 
II-M m,n d AM, 7 (8.9) 
and from (8.8) we have 
lIV4 %,D d 1’0 + ew. is. 10) 
LEMMA 8.2. Suppose u,,-, E W”,“(Q) and p,, _, E C’+“[O, 2711. Then pn 
satisfies: 
; log R( 1 - A’yM,) < log p,,(e) d + log R( 1 + A2J’M,,), (8.11) 
IPn(U I+.~~*YM~(~ +&W,)U + bn+A+a)*+ lIpnIl-/_. (8.12) 
ProoJ The assertion (8.11) follows from (8.6), (8.9). To prove (8.12) we 
differentiate (8.6): 
PP) = -f (log-w b,,(e) j’” j” CG,(P,- de), 0; S, 9) pxv 
0 0 (8.13) 
+ G&m- de), 8; sv $)I -us, d) ds &. 
Using (8.9) we obtain 
IM, d~‘YM,,(l + Ild-1Ilm). (8.14) 
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Next, writing (8.13 ) for 8,) 8, and taking the difference, we get 
lPl(~*~ - d,(b)l 
~~‘ml IP,,(e,)-P,(@,)l (l+ IP,,-,l1+J 
2rr + A2yM, 
ir j 
R IGe(~n-,(e,),e,;s,d) 0 0 
- Ghn--1(&), 0,; s,ti)I h 4 
r2n rK 
+!, Jo ’ 
G&P,- ,(O, L b; s> 4) - G,b,,- ,cwq 0,; .h 411 
x id4,)i ds4 
+ [2zj” i~p~~n(e2m~~,~)~ b:,-,(wd-,iwt \ dsd4 . (8.15) 
‘0 0 
1 
We estimate the first term on the right-hand side of (8.15) by making use 
of (8.14); we obtain the bound 
~-5w, ip,m-d3d il+ hlilf7) 
d~4y~n/f~(~+~~,l~,~,+2)~l~1-e21. (8.16) 
Green’s function G has a logarithmic singularity, as can be seen, for 
instance. from its explicit form 
G(p. 8; ST d, = 
hz(RlP 1 1% s 
271 log R 
+? 
,,‘Y, 27uz(R” - R-“) 
Therefore the integrals in (8.15) involving differences of G, and G, can be 
estimated by 
(8.17) 
where x=(-u,,x?), J=(J%~,J~) are the points (p,,P1(8,)T tI1) and 
(pn- I(e2), e,), respectively. 
Splitting the integral in (8.17) over the sets {!s- 51 > 2 lx- ~31) and 
~!x--;‘<2 ‘x-y’) d an using standard potential estimates, we obtain the 
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Since 
I~-~~I”dY(IP,l-,(~l)-p,~1(e2)la+ lel-821”) 
GY (l+lP,-,I,+.) lQ,-aa, 
the integrals in question, in (8.15), can be estimated by 
Y(l+ IPn--lll+a? l~,-~*l~. 
Finally, the last integral in (8.15) is easily estimated by 
Y IP~+~ ie,-e,i~. 
Substituting all these estimates and (8.16) into (.8.15) we get 
Recalling also (8.14), the assertion (8.12) follows. 
Fix a number bO~ (0, fR”‘2) and set 
fl * =q(2(R+ I), l/6,), (8.18) 
A/f* = 41’;y* (8.19) 
and define A, > 0 by 
1; min logR-2Iog(l+6,) 1 1 = 
yM* log R 
1 
’ 2yM*’ ’ 2rf*]yo ’ 
(8.20) 
where ]‘a, 3’ are the constants appearing in (8.10) and (S.ll), (8.12). 
LEMMA 8.3. If 2-c 1, then 
iP,m 11 bb, h(e) -CR (8.21) 
I$,11 1 +i( d 21’oyl*~ (8.22) 
IIV%II m,R d 23’0, (8.23) 
lPnll+a <2(R+ 1) (8.24) 
for all n. 
Proqf: This is true for n = 0 if y,, is slightly adjusted. We assume (8.21)) 
(8.24) for n and derive these inequalities for n + 1. From the definition of the 
M,, we have 
Mn+i ddl~nllto, VM IIWI~ 
< 417*y; = M*. 
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Using this in (8.11) written for n + 1 we get 
1 log R( 1 - A’yM* ) 6 log p n+ ,(e, 6 1 log R( 1 + PJM*). 
Using the first two restrictions on A0 in (8.20) we conclude that 1 + 6, < 
pI, + ,(0) <R. Next from (8.7), for n + 1, 
I~,+lll+sr~)l~lPnll+~~ W,)~ IlWlr 
d 2rj.*yoi 
(8.25) 
and (8.22) follows since &< 1. Next from (8.10) for n+ 1, 
IIVZ~ ,1 + 1 I/ xi 6 y. + /P?i’M, + , d J-0 + i’yf%z* < zq:,, 
by the last restriction on 1,. 
Finally, to prove (8.24) consider (8.12) written for II + 1. We get 
I~,~+~I~+~d~‘~~*~~+~~i’~*~~~+t~,l,+.~~~+~~~+~~~~+II~,r+,llr 
Since /z < i.,, also 1 + A’yM* < 2 and, therefore, 
lPn+IIl+r6+(1 + lP,J,tr)+ IlP,z+IIl% 
<;+(R+ l)+R<2(R+ 1). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
COROLLARY 8.4. There exists a constant y* such that IzI,,~ i +- 1 d y* Vn. 
Indeed, from (8.5) and Lemma 8.3, I~Au,~II ,< C, C independent of n. Now 
use Lp elliptic estimates and the Sobolev inequality. 
The next step is to show that the sequences pn, u,,, +n are Cauchy 
sequences. For this we need a few preliminaries. Set 
v,,(O) = max{p,(O), pn+ ,(e)). 
p(,(@ = min(p,(eL p,$+ liQj17 
s,,(e) = lde) - kde) = bn+ de) - p,,(m 
Qp,2= :l<p<~Z(,(ej}-R,,nSZ,,+,. 
LEMMA 8.5. There holds: 
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P~OOJ: Let A,, = {p,(0) dp d v,(e)}. In view of (8.22), 
IW n+l-lC/nllm,.*,~Y ll~,llco 
and, in particular, 
The function Sp,, = $,, + , - $,, satisfies 
-A@,, = l(u, - u,- ,)x in Qlln, 
@,i=o on ~=l, 
l@,,I 6 Y ll6Al CG on p=k,w. 
By elliptic estimates [lo, p. 181, Theorem 8.161 we then get 
(8.28) 
(8.29) 
(8.30) 
IW n+l-w4?,n~Y(~ lI~~,--u,-1llL~+ Il~,ll,L 
which together with (8.28) completes the proof of (8.27). To prove (8.26) 
we multiply the first equation in (8.30) by @,, and integrate over .Q,,,z. In 
view of (8.22), the boundary integral 
can be estimated by ‘1’ II@,Il m,A,. Recalling (8.28), the assertion (8.26) 
follows with Q,, replaced by the smaller region RPn. Since, by (8.22) 
(8.26) follows. 
LEMMA 8.6. There holds: 
IlLi II + I - ~,ll,,,+ ll~~~~,~+I-~~,,~ll2,52 
~~~ciI~,,-~,,~~i~,.~+i~v~~,-~,-~jii~.~i+~~ ii~,,L 
(8.31) 
ProoJ: Differencing in n in (8.5) we get 
--d(kz+l - 4,j-t Av*$,l+ I vu, - un-1) = -nv*(rCI,+l- ti,,)V%,- 1 
in Q, (8.32) 
u,,+ 1- u,, = 0 on X?. 
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Multiplying by II,, + , - u, and integrating, 
-2 V*(~n+1-~n)VUn--1(Un+,-Un) 
s n 
= J, + J,. 
Clearly 
and 
J2=l i ($n+l -~.jV14,,~IV*(tl,,+l-11,,) 
-0 
d ?A2 w,,, I -inll:+;jQ lY%+i-%v~ using (8.23). 
Combining these estimates and making use of (8.271, we obtain 
j  IV(l4,+, -u,,)j26;‘P /Il4,,-lf‘,~*I/~. +i’i* lls,,rl&. (8.33) 
Next, using [22, p. 1811 we deduce from (8.32), that 
where Lemma 8.3 was used. Using (8.26) and noting that ;,A* < l/2 (if the 
in (8.20) is slightly increased), we obtain 
IIU II + 1 -unl/~dyA2 [ Iv(u,,-uu,~1)/2+pi2 116,,11,x. 
-a 
Combining this inequality with (8.33), the assertion (8.31) follows. 
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Proof. Differencing (8.6) with respect to n, we get 
2n R IIP n+l-PnllmdY~ 
/s j [ 
GMQ, 8; s, d)- W,,-,(e), ‘5 s, 411 0 I 
where the L,, defined above, satisfy (8.9). It is easily seen that 
JAYA llPn-Pn-1llm~ 
In order to estimate J,, we use rectangular coordinates (writing 
IPEp l(e), 0) = (-% I;)): 
Clearly 
and the first integral is bounded. As for J21, 
Integrating by parts in the first integral we get 
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The second integral in Jzl can be estimated similarly by yd I!pn+ 1 - pI1/l =. 
Putting these estimates together, (8.34) follows. 
So far we have assumed that (8.1) holds. We now replace this condition 
by the more general condition: 
G and D are star shaped with respect to the origin. (8.35) 
We state the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 8.8. Assume that (8.35) holds. Then there exists a positice 
number R, depending only on 52 such that for any A E (0. &) there exists a 
unique classical solution of (2.6 j-( 2.10). 
ProoJ: Consider first the case where (8.1) holds. Set 
u,, = /Ill,!, 1 -4,ll, + lIvu,L+l-%z)/l2.,+ lI~b,,+l -$,I1 x 
+ IlRti,, + I -kl12,R,,t+ llP,,+, -PA YLi.’ 
Then, Lemmas 868.8 show that 
u,r d y/la,{ - 1. (8.36) 
Hence if y/l < i, then @rr < 2-“+‘o,,. 
It follows that u,-+z4 in L”(Q)n W’.2(Q), $,-+$ in L’(R)n W’.*(Q), 
and P,~ -+ p in I,” [0, 27~1. In view of (8.22) (8.24) and Corollary 8.4, the 
convergence is actually in the appropriate C’ + ‘O norm for any r0 < M < 1. 
The existence now follows by writing (8.4), (8.5) in the weak form and 
letting II --) X# in these equations, and then reinterpreting the limit in the 
strong form. 
To prove uniqueness suppose 11, $ is another classical solution. By the 
arguments preceding Lemma 8.2 we find, after representing tl anaIogously 
to (8.3) that the free boundary of 6, $ must have the form p = fi. By the 
arguments employed in Lemma 8.5-8.7 we deduce that the number 
CT= ll~~--ll,J2 + IIQU - fiN,,Q + II@ - $11 x.2.2 
+ lIv~-$)l12.Qo+ IIP-Pll,> 
where QO= (u>O:n(ii>O1, satisfies (cf. (8.35)) o<ylci, which implies 
that g=O, hence u=ii, $=+!I. 
To prove the theorem under the general condition (8.35) we note that 
the solution u0 of (8.2) satisfies, in this case, du,,/~p <O on dQ. Since 
y(Su,/Sp) is harmonic in Q, the maximum principle shows that ~u,,/‘Sp < 0 
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in Q. Consequently, the set {u,, = 0} has the form p = ~~(8) with ~~(8) 
smooth (in fact, analytic). We can now proceed by successive 
approximation as before, with only minor differences. The explicit formula 
for Green’s function is not actually needed; it is replaced by estimates on 
G(x,JJ)-(~~c~-~ log l/ISv-~lI. 
9. BEHAVIOR OF THE STREAM LINES FOR SMALL 1 
In this section we briefly study the stream lines of II/ as A-+ 0. For sim- 
plicity we assume that (8.1) holds. Since, by Theorem 8.8, u = 1 - 
2(log p/log R) + 0(L), the function Yi = (log R) $/2/1 satisfies 
in {u>O), 
and Y,=O on the boundary. Consequently, if !PO is the solution of 
cos e 
AYo=- 
P 
in Q,= (1 <p<R’,‘), 
(9.1) 
Yo=O on {p= 11 and (P=R~;“), 
then Y, + Y,,, VYy, +VYO uniformly in Q, n (u/, > Oj. It follows that the 
stream lines of $, or Y,, approximate those of Y’, wherever VY,, # 0. 
To study the stream lines of Y0 we compute Y0 explicitly: YO= i(p) 
cos 8, where 
Note that 
~“(p)=l+2c>o, 
2P P3 
so that i(p) is a convex function with [( 1) = {(R”‘) = 0. It follows that the 
stream lines of Y0 in R, n {x > 0) are described by Fig. 1. An identical cell 
appears in Q, n {X < 0} (by Theorem 5.1). 
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II. TWO-PHASE STEFAN PROBLEM WITH CONVECTION 
10. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM; EXISTENCE 
In this part we study the problem of heat conduction with change of 
phase (say liquid-solid) of a homogeneous viscous and incompressible 
fluid, when convective motions are taken into account. The temperature 14 
is assumed to satisfy the Boussinnesq model and the velocity obeys the 
Navier-Stokes equations 
where v is the kinematic viscosity, p is the pressure, and g(u) is given by 
(1.1). After some reductions as in Section 1, the problem can be formulated 
as follows: 
Find U: Q -+ R, v: Q+ + [w’ such that 
-il24+ltv~vl4=0 in Q, 
u=londD, u= -1 on dG, 
-vdv+(v~V)v+Vy=~z~j in Q+z 
v=O in -@,a+, v=O on i7D, 
div v = 0 in R. 
{u>O 
(20.2) 
( 10.2 i 
j? (20.3) 
(10.4) 
(20.5) 
505 62:2-G 
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In view of (10.5) we can introduce the stream function $: Q + [w linked to 
the velocity by ($,., -If/,) = v. In terms of tj, (10.1 )-( 10.4) can be written as 
follows: 
-Au+LV*ll/.Vu=O in 52, (10.6) 
u=l on dD, u= -1 on SG, (10.7) 
A2$-V*&V(A$) = Au, in R+, (10.8) 
* =o, VI)=0 on an+. (10.9) 
In the sequel we assume that ZD and dG are curves of class C3+‘0 for 
some CI~ E (0, 1). 
For simplicity we shall assume that Q is symmetric with respect to the 
y-axis. We shall construct y-symmetric solutions, i.e., solutions II, $ satisfy- 
ing u( -x, ~1) = u(x, v), $(-x, I!) = -$(x, y). The general non-symmetric 
case will be briefly considered in Remark 10.2. 
DEFINITION 10.1. By a solution of (10.6)( 10.9) we mean a triple U, $, 
r such that 
z4 E w2qQ) v 1 < p < <co, $ E I@‘(Q); 
ris a curve in Q of class C”“V’cl~(0, 1) and {u=O}=f; 
$=O on the set (ud0) and on dD; 
V$ = 0 on a { zl> 0) in the sense of traces. 
Moreover, (10.6) holds a.e. and (10.8) holds in the weak sense 
for all $E II”,‘(Q) such that 4~ IV’.‘(O+), where Q’ = {zl>O}. 
Note that by Sobolev’s imbedding we thus have: $ E C” and u E Cl+’ 
VCIE (0, I). 
THEOREM 10.1. For any I > 0 there exists a y-symmetric sofution of 
(10.6)-( 10.9). 
Note that the solution exhibits more regularity than the weak solution 
introduced in Section 2 for the case where the velocity obeys the Darcy law. 
Remark 10.1. We briefly comment on the boundary conditions 
associated with II/. Since v = 0 on SQ+ we have that $ = y0 on r, cl/ = 11, on 
FD and that IV$l = 0 on dQ+. By renormalization we may assume y0 = 0 
and therefore it remains to determine y. As in the case of Darcy’s law we 
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shall determine 1’ for the physical solution. If we are given a smooth 
solution U, v, p then evaluating (10.3) on iiD and integrating along r2[> we 
get 
! Av.s,,du= -2 a J UN, dc. FD 270 
That is. 
” s4l) 
* J- ?D dN do= -1 i UN, do = Q. iD (10.10) 
Note that Q is given only in terms of the known values of the temperature 
on the core and Q = 0 if u is constant on c?D. 
If we find a solution in terms of 14, $ (with 14 = 1 on SD) then, by con- 
siderations similar to the ones in Remark 2.3, the pressure can be recovered 
from (10.3) if and only if j,, dp = 0 or, equivalently, if 
(10.11) 
Consequently if we choose $ =0 on dD, in view of the fact that Ii/ is 
antisymmetric with respect to the 1’ axis, the condition (10.11) is satisfied 
and thus the pressure is well defined and (u, $I) is indeed a physical 
solution. 
Proofi We introduce the penalized problems 
-Au,+~V*~,~Vu,=O in R, 
uE=l on c?D, 24,= -1 on (lG, 
(10.12’1 
u-$ A’I),+V*$;V(A$,)+= = Au,, in CI, 
& 
(10.13) 
tie=& V*,=O on ZR 
taken in the weak sense. The existence of a solution can be established by 
the same arguments as in Section 3. The only difference occurs in Lemma 
3.4, where (3.17) is replaced by 11$11 r+.~,n, < JJA l/z4ll r,.,l,~(n,. 
We now multiply the first equation in (10.13) by $,, drop the penalty 
term and integrate over 0. By integration by parts we get In (A$,( ’ < C, C 
independent of E and, therefore, 
M,ll w=(Q) d c ( 10.14) 
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and, by Sobolev’s inequality, 
IIwEllp,a d c if1 <p<m, (10.15) 
bt&(Q)~C Va E (0, 1). (10.16) 
From (10.12) we then obtain Au, = 1 V*$, Vu, E L*-“(Q) Vpl> 0, uniformly 
with respect to E and, therefore, by iteration Az4,~ LP(Q) Vl < p < CG, 
uniformly with respect to E. Consequently, 
IId rv~~pu2)~ /I&?+“(R) d c Vl <p<q UE(O, 1). 
The same estimates then hold for limits u = lim II,, $ = lim tj, (for a 
sequence E + 0 j. 
We next proceed as in Section 7 to show that the sets (u>O,\, (u<O} 
are connected and that Vu # 0 on r= (U = 01. Consequently r is of class 
Cl+U 
Remark 10.2. In the case of general domain and u not necessarily con- 
stant on the core, the considerations of Remark 10.1 imply that $ satisfies 
(10.8) with the boundary conditions 
*=O on r, V$=O on r, 
* = const on dD, V$=O on iiD 
(10.17) 
and with (10.10). Even in this case we can obtain existence, using a suitable 
modification of the penalty method. Indeed, the existence of $, given 24, can 
be established by the following lemma: 
LEMMA 10.2. Given 14 E W’~*(Q), there exists a solution $ of 
A’$ - V*$ V(At,b) + u-* -=hx in R, 
E 
satisjj~iizg (10.17) and (10.10). 
ProoJ: Given 6 such that $-const belongs to l+‘;,‘(Q), set 
and solve the (convex) minimization problem with the functional 
(10.18) 
(10.19) 
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in the class of functions $ for which $-const belongs to l+‘;‘(Q). Denote 
the solution by T,$. 
If p is small enough then T, is a contraction and has a unique fixed 
point $P, i.e., 
$g = Tpti,,. (10.20) 
We now use the Leray-Schauder theorems in order to prove that (10.20) 
has a solution for all 0 <p 6 1. For this it suffices to establish an a priori 
bound on the tip, which in fact is obtained analogously to the proof of 
( 10.14). 
Setting $ = $r we have that $ minimizes (10.19) for p = 1. 5 = $. From 
this we easily deduce (10.18), the boundary conditions in (10.17), and 
(using the boundary regularity of $; see [22]) the condition (10.10). 
11. REGULARITY AND UNIQUENESS FOR SMALL i 
THEOREhl 11.1. [f (8.35) holds and 8Q E C’,’ then, for an)’ sufficientl~3 
mall /I>O, there exists a unique solution u, $, f qf (10.6)-(10.9) satkfving 
UE c’+ysT), r: p = ~~(0) with p. E C’ + ‘, 
tb E C* + x(F j 
for ever? x E (0, 1). 
ProoJ: The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 8.8. Lemma 8.1 is 
replaced by the following result: 
Suppose 
A% = .f in A. 
a24 
u = g, - = h 
SV 
on SA, 
where ?A and g are in C’ + ‘, h is in C’ + ‘, and set 
y,=C’+‘-norm of Ti 
l;i’C*+L nom of g I =,, 
pi= cl+2 - norm of h 1 r,, 
jJ=j71+~2+'1;1+i;z+*r;l +f2. 
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(11.1) 
with r(t, s) having the same properties as in Lemma 8.1. 
Setting (say for dimension N= 2) 
UC)(X) = c 5 (r2 log r)f( Y) nY (r= IX- Y() 
for some constant c such that d2u,=f, the estimate (11.1) follows by a 
result of Schroder [22] applied to u - uO. 
Remark 11.1. If we use the hodograph mapping, as in Section 7, we 
obtain for [ and v] similar equations as before, but for $ an equation of the 
fourth order Bj = F, where F involves third order derivatives of [, ye. This 
is altogether an elliptic system. However, since the third derivatives of u are 
not known to be continuous across r, we cannot deduce, in this way, 
further regularity of the free boundary. 
12. BEHAVIOR OF SOLUTIONS FOR SMALL /1 
In this section we shall study the behavior of the level lines of the stream 
function $ as 1 --f 0. We shall assume that (8.1) holds. Replacing $ by 
(12.1) 
we find that the term V*ll/V(dti) b ecomes O(A) and thus it drops out in 
the limit. Thus as in the case of Darcy’s law in Section 8, it suflices to study 
the level lines of the solution tiO of 
A’$, -cos e 
P 
in f2,={l<p<Rii2), (12.2) 
*0=0, v*,=o on 852,. (12.3) 
We shall show that the stream lines for tie exhibit the same behavior as 
in Section 9, Fig. 1. In fact this follows from the following: 
THEOREM 12.1. The solution of (12.2), (12.3) has the form i(p) cos 0, 
where l(p)>0 if l<p<R’,“, c’(p)>0 if l<y<p,, and i’(p)<0 if 
p0 < p < RI/’ for some p0 E (1, R’,‘“). 
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Proof. Substituting Ic/O = <(p j cos 8 into (12.2) we obtain an ordinary 
differential equation for [ whose solution has the form 
1 
i(pl=16p~logp+~~p~+~+c~+I)plogp 
with A, B, C, D arbitrary constants. The conditions p(1) = p’( 1 j = 0 
become 
so that 
.4+B+C=O, &+3.4-B+C+lkO, 
C= -A-B, D= -h-2.4 +2B. 
Consequently 
1 
iiP)‘jg iP3-P)logp+Aip3-p-2plogp) 
+B &+2plogp. 
( > 
(12.4) 
P 
Set N= R’ ‘. The conditions p(N) = p’(N) = 0 then become 
A(N3-N-ZNlogN)+B ‘/J+2N;og\i 
! > 
==A (N-N3j10gN. 
(l(3fl-3--2logNj+B I-&+ZlogN 
( ’ 1 
=h [(l-N’j+(l-3N’)logNJ 
By Cramer’s rule, A = .4,/D,, B = B,,/D,, where, as directly computed, 
Do=; [i@- I)“-(N’- 1)logN-J 
A,= & [4N”(log NJ2 - 2(N’- 1)’ log A+ (N’ - I)‘], 
B, =h [4N2(log N)‘- (N’- 1 j2] 
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LEMMA 12.2. A, > 0. B, < 0, D, < 0. 
ProoJ: Clearly 
16N*&>(N*- l)‘(logN)*-2(N’-l)*logN+(N’- 1)’ 
=(fv-1)‘[logN-1]‘~0. 
Next, the assertion D, < 0 means that 
or, with x = N’, 
f(~) E (X + 1) log x - 2-u + 2 is positive. 
Now, f(l)=0 and 
f’(x) =q +logx-2=;+logs- 1 >o 
since f ‘( 1) = 0 whereas 
f”(s)= --;lj+;>o if x>l; 
hence j”(x) is positive. 
The assertion B, < 0 means, with x = N’, that 
x(log x)’ - (X - 1 )* < 0, 
or 
that is, 
x- 1 
7 > log X, 
\/ x 
f(x) E X”~ - xKli’ - log .t is positive. 
Now, f(l)=0 and 
f’(r)=~x~~l.*+~,~I;L--l>O 
s 
since x + 1 > 3 Y”‘*; -_ therefore f(~) is positive. 
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From Lemma 12.2 we deduce that 
A<O, B>O. (12Sj 
Next, from (12.4) we compute that 
by (12.5). It follows that i”(p) is convex and, therefore, i”(p) changes sign 
at most twice. Since 5 = [’ = 0 at p = 1 and at p = N, 5 does in fact change 
sign twice, i.e., 
<“>O if O<p<a, or if z,<p<N. 
and 
The assertions of the theorem now readily follow. 
13. OTHER MODELS FOR BUOYANCI' 
The density p of water is only approximately a linear function of the 
temperature II. In fact, the following nonlinear relation is found to be 
extremely precise in certain models [4, 201: 
where CL. llo, p. and q are positive constants, p achieves it maximum p. 
when u = uo, and u. -4°C q - 1.89 in fresh water. All the results of this 
paper easily extend to this case; that is, when replacing g(u) in (1.1) by 
g(u)=p,(l -5 ILL-u,~“)gj. 
The regularity of the free boundary remains unchanged, since p(u) is an 
analytic function of u near u = 0. The solution II, $ however is not 
arbitrarily smooth in (U > 0), due to the non-smoothness of g(u) at u = uO. 
Finally, there is a difference in the behavior of the stream lines when 
/1+ 0. In fact suppose u = const = k on dD. Then ‘u, satisfies d Y0 = h(p) 
cos 8, where /z(p) depends on u. and k; h(p) =/z&j becomes everywhere 
positive as k T ‘CG and everywhere negative if k 1 z+. Computing Y0 in the 
form f(p) cos 8, we conclude that f(p) must take both positive and 
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FIGURE 2 
negative values for some intermediate values of k, k E (u,,? CG ). For such a 
value of k the stream lines of YJO in R n {x > 0 ) have two cells, as indicated 
in Fig. 2. 
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